
OrderMatic
Drive-thru Digital Audio System

Revolutionise your drive-thru with razor sharp digital communication. OrderMatic provides 
the highest quality sound to facilitate seamless interactions between your customers and 
crew. Crystal clear communications ensure accuracy and smooth operations, while digital 
encoding unlocks possibilities for AI voice ordering.



When it comes to drive-thru, there’s one formula: clear communications  + order accuracy  = repeat business.

Key benefits

Wideband digital
HD sound

2× audio bandwidth and 20% more intelligibility compared to traditional 
systems

Noise cancellation Powered by BlueParrott/Jabra, ACRELEC’s headset microphones block 
96% of background noise and ensure your crew can be heard for accurate 
ordering and reduced repetition

Clarity Intelligent Microphone results in clearer customer orders
Processing 92% better performance in capturing the customer’s voice for speech to text 

processing
Futureproof Advanced digital encoding for AI compatibility with smart assistants means 

you can integrate your operations
Comfort 5th gen wireless Bluetooth headset with extra padding for all-day comfort

Specifications

Battery life 8 hours talk time. 500 hours stand-by time
Range 200 feet wireless range
Speaker IP7 Audio Box
Lanes Single lane to multiple lanes

Options

Video Integrates with camera to see the customer then greet at the right time 

* Specifications are subject to change without notice. Please read the instruction manual carefully to ensure correct 
equipment usage. All figures, capacities and speeds quoted in this brochure are as tested by ACRELEC. They may vary 
depending on usage conditions and are not guaranteed.
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In the QSR industry, superior technology and communication are key to a successful drive-thru business. ACRELEC’s best-in-class audio solution is now part of our fully integrated suite of drive-thru 
solutions designed to maximise speed, accuracy and customer engagement. Wideband digital audio ensures conversations are smooth and understandable, while digital encoding unlocks 
possibilities for AI voice ordering. Our future-proof solution is designed to serve your crew now and for years to come.

ACRELEC Creative Studio

Conveniently manage your digital 
menu boards on one or thousands 
of outdoor and indoor screens.

QTimer 2.0

A drive-thru management 
system to reduce bottlenecks 
and improve service.

Digital Signage

Our Outdoor Digital Menu Boards 
combine with our Smart Speaker Post 
for a next-gen drive-thru solution.


